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To make up for last issue where we did not have a lot of historical articles with Profiles by myself, this time
we have a bumper crop with 4 of them instead of the usual 2 or 3. This time we continue the series of articles on Dual Seat Vampires and Rod Bliever's series on Aero Club Chipmunks, plus Target Tug Hawker
Demons and the DH.89 in wartime service. Don't forget that some articles have multiple HTML pages ('click'
on the next buttons) and that one should click on any thumbnail pictures to load a larger copy.
As usual I have to thank those people who have kindly allowed us to reproduce their articles and photos this
issue, in particular the following - Mick Mirkovic, Dick Hourigan, Peter Malone, Rod Blievers, Roger Lambert, Clarke Cone, Ley Reynolds, Alan Yee & the AHMWA. Don't forget that all photos credited to these individuals are subject to copyright and cannot be reproduced without their written permission. I also am
grateful to Damian Casey from Aussie decals and Phillipe Listermann for the review material.
As this is the last issue of 2008 (volume 22), the Editorial team would like to wish all our readers a happy
Festive Season and to see you again in 2009. Don't forget that all and any contributions to this publication
are always welcomed, so send any material to the editorial address (P.O Box and email listed at the end of
this page), or hand it to me at club meetings.

Steve Mackenzie - Editor
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By Roger Lambert & Steve Mackenzie

Demon TTs A1-1 and A1-15 with 1 ATS in 1940. Photo: Peter Malone

This is the first of a series of articles written specifically for “In Miniature” that will deal with the target tug aircraft of the RAAF. While the
majority of the aircraft will be familiar to most modellers and researchers, the use of some aircraft in the target tug role may come as
somewhat of a surprise.
Target Tug aircraft that will be covered in the series range from biplanes to jets, and encompass RAAF Series 1, 2 and 3 aircraft. The
aircraft will not be covered in chronological order but rather when the
authors feel that they have sufficient, relevant, authoritative information to warrant publication.
All articles will be accompanied by photographs, profiles and plan
drawings, as well as suggested kits and after market assessories for
use by the modeller to construct a target tug version of the aircraft
being profiled. Where possible, detailed information, photographs and
technical drawings on the types of target towing equipment used on
particular aircraft will also be provided.
RAAF target tug aircraft to be covered in the series include but are
not limited to:

The International Plastic Modelers Society, New South Wales Branch,
Australia, or IPMS New South Wales is a group of enthusiasts devoted to the pursuit and promotion of plastic modeling. The club
meets on the 4th Saturday of each month, except December when
the meeting is held on the 3rd Saturday. Meetings start at 1:00 PM
and are held at
Ryde City Bowling Club
Blaxland Road
Top Ryde NSW

Westland Wapiti
awker Demon
Fairey Battle
Vultee Vengeance
DAP Beaufighter
CAC Mustang
DHA Vampire
Gloster Meteor T.7
CAC Sabre
And along the way, there will be a number of surprises where aircraft
were converted to target towing configuration or were planned for
conversion.
A later series is also planned to cover the Senior Service. RAN aircraft such as the Fairey Firefly and De Havilland Sea Venom will be
show-cased.
And finally, ex-RAAF aircraft and civil aircraft used in the target towing role will be covered.

Visitors are always welcome to these meetings and see the competitions, workshops and other various activities held by the club for people of all ages and varying levels of skill in plastic modeling.
If you would like further information, please phone (02) 9692 8040 or
write to :
IPMS New South Wales
c/o P.O. Box 949
Glebe NSW
Australia 2037
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Introduction

Australia’s Demons

Regular readers of “In Miniature” will be familiar with the excellent
four part series written by our Editor, Steve Mackenzie, on the
‘Hawker Demon in RAAF Service’. Volumes 21-1, 21-2, 21-3 and 214 refer.

In April 1934, Australia ordered eighteen (18) Hawker Demons for
service with the RAAF. The first Demons arrived in Port Melbourne on
25 April 1935. These initial aircraft, which were powered by Rolls
Royce Kestrel Mk V engine, were for use as general purpose fighters.
Three (3) were issued to A Flight, 1 Squadron (Laverton) and three
(3) to 3 Squadron (Richmond).

During his research on our Demons, Steve came across some interesting photographs and information that not only enabled him to revise his profiles and produce more accurate renditions of the airframe
but also caught my interest from a target towing perspective. As I’ve
been researching our TT aircraft for some three years now, my interest was well and truly piqued.

Background - Hawker Demon
Sydney Camm’s Hawker Hart was so superior to contemporary interceptors of the thirties that he was asked to design a fighter version of
the Hart bomber. Initially, six aircraft were built between 1930 and
1931 and known simply as the Hart Two-Seat Fighter.
This new fighter was armed with two fixed forward firing Vickers .303
inch machine guns either side of the nose. A Lewis gun on a Scarff
ring was fitted to the rear cockpit. Powered by a Kestrel IIS engine,
the Hart Two-Seat Fighter had a top speed of 188 mph (303 kph).
The aircraft were so popular in RAF squadron service that a production contract was specifically written around the design.
Named the Demon, Hawker and Boulton Paul built two hundred and
thirty seven (237) aircraft bewteen 1932 and 1937. In all, the Demon
served with fourteen (14) RAF squadrons. Late production Demons,
colloquially known as Turret Demons, used a protective shield for the
gunner in the rear cockpit. This was often referred to as the “Lobster
Back” because of its similarity to the crustacean of the same name.

A second order for twenty-four (24) Demons was followed by one for
a further twelve (12) aircraft. These thirty six (36) Demons were purchased for Army cooperation and fighter-bomber duties.
The final order was for ten (10) additional Demons (A1-55 to A1-64),
along with 24 dual conversion kits. A1-64 which was delivered almost
a year after the others already had the factory modifications as a dual
control training aircraft. This airframe served as the pattern machine
for the dual control conversions using the 24 kits obtained. This final
batch of Demons is often reported as being acquired specifically for
target towing and training duties; more on this later.
The sixty four (64) Demons served with 1, 2, 3, 4, 12, 21, 22 and 25
Squadrons, 1 Communications Unit, 1 and 2 Air Depots, 3 Bombing
and Gunnery School (West Sale) and 1 Service Flying Training
School (Point Cook) .
By the outbreak of World War II, fifty four (54) Demons that remained
in operational service were progressively replaced by our homegrown CAC Wirraways. The Demons were used in the training and
communications roles, with the last aircraft being phased out by
1945. The majority spent their last service days as instructional airframes.

RAAF Demon Technical Data
Table 2 provides the technical data applicable to the RAAF’s

Demon Production

Hawker Demon aircraft.

Table 1
Model

Specification 15/30 Demon.

Specification 6/32
Two-Seat Fighter.

Specification 8/34
Two-Seat Fighter.

Export Demon.
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Data

Description

Type

Two seat Fighter; Army Cooperation aircraft and Bomber; Target
Tug; Communications aircraft
and squadron hack.

Power Plant

1 x 560 hp Rolls Royce Kestrel
V12 liquid cooled engine.

Weights

Empty – 3319 lb (1505 kg)
Loaded – 4668 lb (2117 kg)

Dimensions

Wingspan – 37 ft 3 in (11.4 m)
Length – 29 ft 7 in (9 m)
Height – 10 ft 5 in (3.2 m)

Performance

Maximum Speed – 182 mph (293
kph)
Ceiling – 27,500 ft (8,382 m)
Endurance – 2.5 hrs

Armament

Two Vickers 0.303 inch machine
guns firing forward and one 0.303
inch Lewis gun firing aft; light
bombs carried under the wings

Production

Two (2) prototypes were converted
from Harts J9933 and J9937 by
Hawker in 1931.
Kestrel IIS.

Demon Seventy nine (79) aircraft produced
by Hawker. Serials K2842 to K2848;
K2904 to K2908; K3764 to K3807;
K3974 to K3985. Kestrel IIB, IIS and
VDR.
Demon Forty nine (49) aircraft built by Boulton Paul. Kestrel VDR or VI.
Most fitted with “Lobster Back” gunner’s shield.
Some were converted to target tugs.

Sixty four (64) to Australia in the period 1935 to 1937. Types were:
Eighteen (18) general pur•
pose fighters.
Thirty six (36) Army Coop•
eration aircraft with fighter
armament.
Ten (10) Demon Mk II
•
Army Cooperation aircraft
with fighter armament (see
Note 1).
Kestrel VDR.

A1-17 with 22 Sqn at Richmond in 1939. Note the drogue boxes (either side of the fuselage), the winch box (under the
centre section) and six straight exhaust stubs, without the 'Ramshorn' fittings. Photo via Dick Hourigan

Demon TT A1-15 from 21 Sqn in 1938. Photo: RAAF Official
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RAAF Target Towing Demons
Using the RAAF Record Cards, we can not only positively identify
which Demon airframes were specifically used as target tugs but we
can also identify those that were were fitted for dual control (using kits
supplied with the last ten (10) aircraft) as well as those aircraft which
were used as instructional airframes.

Target Tug Airframe

Comment

A1-1

Recorded as a TT aircraft.

A1-15

Recorded as a TT aircraft.

A1-17

Not only does the Record Card
state that A1-17 was a TT aircraft but the Record Card for A131 states “struck by flag target
from A1-17 (on) 30/5/38”.

A1-26

The Record Card for A1-26 does
not specifically state that it was a
TT aircraft but two entries provide the clue:
•
•

“Struck drogue and
target 27/10/39”; and
Engine failed, pilot
jettisoned drogue (on)
21/12/41”.

Table 3 lists the RAAF’s Hawker Demon TT aircraft.
As may be seen from the above table, the often quoted ‘definitive’
production figure of ten (10) Demon Mk II target tugs for the RAAF is
not supported by the official Record Cards. The authors don’t claim
that there were only four (4) RAAF Demon TT aircraft. It is possible
that the Record Cards are incomplete and further research through
the National Archives of Australia and other sources may produce
definitive evidence of further TT airframes.

Target Towing Equipment
The Technical drawings for the RAAF Hawker Demon show the installation of a Type ‘C’ Winch. Unfortunately, research to date has failed
to come up with any definitive information on this type of winch. While
there is ample data on the Type ‘B’ Winch and the Type ‘D’ and Type
‘E’ Winches, the authors have yet to locate any information on the
Type ’C’ Winch.
In the absence of specific data, and based on its alphabetical designator sequence, it is assumed that the Type ‘C’ Winch was either:
1. a simple frame carrying the drum(s) for the towing cable where
once the cable was paid out, there was no way to pull it back into the
aircraft; or
2. a simple frame carrying the drums for the towing cable but fitted
with an electric motor capable of pulling a bare cable back into the
aircraft.
Photographs of A1-1, A1-15 and A1-17 clearly show the box-like container that contained the winch on the Demon. They also show the
drogue boxes on the side of the fuselage, at least in one clear photograph.
The Demon carried its flag, banner or sleeve targets in drogue boxes
attached to the lower fuselage sides, aft of the trailing edge of the
lower wing. These were steadied by braces attached to the boxes and
the upper fuselage sides.

6
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The importance of carefully studying photographs for details may be
found in Part 1 of Steve Mackenzie’s “Hawker Demon in RAAF Service” in “In Miniature” Volume 21-1. There is an excellent photograph of
Demon A1-15 from 21 Squadron flying over Melbourne in 1938/39. To
all intents and purposes, it’s simply a classic shot of a RAAF Demon
in flight.
However, the photograph warrants closer examination. The steadying
braces for the target towing drogue boxes are evident but with a cursory glance, they could be easily overlooked. And yes, as previously
stated, Demon A1-15 is specifically recorded as a TT aircraft (see
photo at bottom of the previous page).

Colours and Markings
As with their RAF counterparts, the RAAF’s Demons had an overall
Aluminium painted finish except for the metal-clad forward fuselage
and the undercarriage struts. The propeller was polished wood.
Roundels (Type A – ratio 1:3:5) were exactly the same as applied to
the RAF examples; that is, they were identical in terms of colour, size
and placement albeit in smaller dimensions than earlier aircraft. No
rudder stripes were carried.
RAAF Demon serials were marked in Black on either side of the rear
fuselage and in the same size and proportion as their RAF counterparts. But, unlike the RAF, RAAF Demons did not repeat their serials
on the fin/rudder, and under wing serials were not always carried (see
the articles in Vol 21). Our Demon Is were serials A1-1 to A1-54 and
our Demon IIs were serials A1-55 to A1-64.
While the RAAF’s Demons generally carried out their TT role in the
standard overall Aluminium finish, with the onset of World War II, as
an operational aircraft, approval was given for the airframes to be
camouflaged. However, as the Demons were replaced by the Wirraway, it seems very few were camouflaged as they were being reallotted as training aircraft.
Photographs of camouflaged Demons are few and far between. Two
exceptions are A1-1 and A1-63, the latter being that well-known photograph on a trailer at a railway siding without wings or tail surfaces
(as shown and illustrated by Steve Mackenzie in “In Miniature” Vol 212)..
In her TT role, A1-1 had Earth Brown and Foliage Green upper surfaces, and the traditional Yellow with Black stripe marking of a TT
aircraft on the undersurfaces and fuselage sides. There is some conjecture as to whether the under fuselage stripes were the standard
diagonal pattern or whether they formed a series of ‘Vs’ down the
under fuselage centre line.
Roundels were Type B (ratio 2:5) on the upper wings and Type A
(ratio 1:3:5) on the lower wing undersurfaces. Type A1 (ratio 1:3:5:7)
roundels were carried on the fuselage sides with the Yellow outer ring
overlapping the upper surface camouflage. Unusually, a Type A fin
flash was carried on the fin in the proportions 1:1:1 (Red leading).

Steve:- OK this is the point at which I take over with the colour
scheme drawings and notes. The Technical Drawings that we have of
the Demon TT setup are actually marked as being the 'prototype' installation. They show the winch as being carried inside the fuselage,
below where the gunner would be. This seems to have been changed
at one stage, as the photos of all airframes except one (the 1938
photo of A1-15 on the previous page), have the winch in an external
'box' under the central fuselage, near the rear of the lower wing.

Demon TT, A1-15, 21 Sqn RAAF, Laverton, 1938.
The scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are
painted Red (flight marking) as is the metal part of the Spinner. Serials are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. The 1 fuselage band in Roundel Blue indicates 21 Sqn. We illustrated this airframe in issue 21-1, but failed to note the tubular braces holding the drogue
boxes onto the airframe )see the photo on Page 5). Yes this is a TT conversion, something that had never been noted on the many occasions
that the Ref photo (see previous page) had been published. Unusually the airframe is fully armed, with a complete selection of bomb racks under the wings, forward armament and provision for the rear gunner's armament (although the actual gun is not fitted).

The 2nd photo of A1-17 with 22 Sqn at Richmond in 1939. Photo via Dick Hourigan.
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Demon TT, A1-17, 22 Sqn RAAF, Richmond, 1939.
The scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are
painted Blue (flight marking) as is the metal part of the Spinner. Serials are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. The 2 fuselage bands in Roundel Blue indicate 22 Sqn. A1-17 with 22 Sqn at Richmond in 1939. Note the drogue boxes (either side of the fuselage),
the winch box (under the centre section) and six straight exhaust stubs, without the 'Ramshorn' fittings (A1-15 above hss the same exhausts).
Ref: 2 Photos via Dick Hourigan on Pages 5 & 7.

The 2nd photo taken at ATS of A1-15 & A1-17. Photo via Peter Malone.

8
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Demon TT airframes A1-1, 15 & 17 were all with the Armament
Training Squadron at Cressy, in late 1940. The two available photos
(via Peter Malone) show all three in a virtually identical colour
scheme and airframe setup as per A1-1 below.

Demon TT, A1-1, Armament Training Squadron, Cressy, Vic, late 1940.
The scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also
Silver finish as is the metal part of the Spinner. Serials and unit code 'X' are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Note the
drogue boxes (either side of the fuselage), the winch box (under the centre section), all armament deleted and 'Ramshorn' exhausts. Ref: Photo
via Peter Malone on Pages 3 & 8..

Demon TT, A1-15, Armament Training Squadron, Cressy, Vic, late 1940.
The scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also
Silver finish as is the metal part of the Spinner. Serials and unit code 'X' are Black. Standard RAAF pre war roundels in six positions. Ref: Photo
via Peter Malone on pages 3 & 8..
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Demon TT, A1-17, Armament Training Squadron, Cressy, Vic, late 1940
The scheme is overall Silver finish, with the metal clad forward fuselage and undercarraige struts unpainted and polished. Wheel hubs are also Silver finish as is the
metal part of the Spinner. Serials and unit code 'X' are Black. Standard RAAF pre
war roundels in six positions. Ref: Photos via Peter Malone on Pages 3 & 8.

Demon TT, A1-1, 7 Squadron, July 1942.
The scheme is a disruptive pattern of Foliage Green and Earth Brown upper surfaces with the
lower surfaces in Yellow with Black stripes. Wheel hubs are also Yellow. Serials are Black.
Roundels in six positions in the darker wartime colours ('B' type above wings, 'A' type below
with 'A1' fuselage roundels and tail stripes). Note the drogue boxes (either side of the fuselage), the winch box (under the centre section), all armament deleted and 'Ramshorn' exhausts. Ref: RAAF Official Photo above (plus others printed elsewhere).

10
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Demon A1-1 is the only one known from photographic evidence to
have been repainted in the specific TT scheme of Yellow/Black
lower surfaces, with the upper surfaces camouflaged in the usual
disruptive wartime pattern of Foliage Green and Earth Brown. It is
likely that the other Demon airframes received this scheme also
even if photos are not available.
The details of the accident are very sketchy. Most sources refer to
1941, apparently to an entry on the History Card for 17/7/41 (at
which time it was still with ATS) which says 'Wheels bogged and
aircraft xxxx(unk) over. No damage to airframe' and 18/7 'lower Starb
mainplane damaged' I suspect that this however is not the incident
as the photos show much more damage than that and it has also
been camouflaged which I would not expect till 1942.

Lower view of the layout of the Yellow/ Black Stripes. Both Ian.K.
Baker and the Mushroom Hart family book have drawn this airframe
but both attempts are VERY inaccurate. Much better was the rare
Modelcraft Profile No.3 which got pretty close. TT airframes are supposed to have 3' Black stripes below the lower wing & fuselage (at a
60 Deg angle) set 6' apart. However test drawings showed that this
did not match to what was visible in the photos. Modelcraft had a
drawing of the lower Starb wing, only with the Black stripes being
wider than 3'. This seems to be correct as their stripes which I copied, line up properly with the fuselage markings, and the last stripe
bisects the centre of the roundel under the Port wing as it is supposed to.

I believe that the incident may actually be related to an entry on the
History Card for 3/7/1942 (at which time it had been transferred to 7
Sqn) which says 'accident to aircraft, field repairs impractical, forced
landing, engine failed at 2000 feet' This sounds more likely to me as
by that stage it could have been camouflaged as many training
types were in 1942.
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Upper view to show thw camouflage pattern. Note that the upper & lower views are to a smaller scale than the profiles.

Now back to Roger's Notes:

Notes

Modelling the Demon TT

1. This often quoted 'definitive' production figure is quite erroneous as
may be seen in the article

1/48 Scale Kits

References:

1. Aeroclub Hawker Demon Kit No 401</P>
</UL>

1. RAAF Aircraft Status Cards (Record Cards), RAAF Historical, Department of Defence.
2. Encyclopaedia of Aircraft; Orbis Publishing Limited, 1981-1985
3. Flightpath; Volume 6, Number 4
4. Modelcraft Mini Monograph&rdquo No 3.
5. Ian K. Baker's Aviation History Colouring Book No 30; Updates &
Oddities RAAF Colours, Marking & Camouflage
6. Ian K. Baker's Aviation History Colouring Book No 43, Updates &
Oddities RAAF Colours, Marking & Camouflage

1/48 Scale Assessories
1. Aeroclub P404 Watts two blade propeller

1/72 Scale Kits
1. Aeroclub Hawker Demon Kit No K008
2. Airfix Hawker Demon Kit No 132

1/72 Scale Assessories

Acknowledgments

Fred Harris
Mackenzie
1. Aeroclub V078 Demon Detail Set - undercarriage, propeller, ex- John Hopton
RAAF Official</P>
hausts, gun and ring, and radiator.
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A small batch of photos sent by Ley of airframes operated by the Dept of Civil Aviation in 1974.

By Ley Reynolds
,1
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6RPXD60HGLXP7DQNDW$EHUGHHQ3URYLQJ
by Clark Cone
Aberdeen Proving Grounds in the United States tested most captured
Axis etc vehicles during and after WW.II to ascertain their performance characteristics for Intelligence purposes. As AFV modellers
would be well aware, many of these vehicles have been on outside
display at the Ground's museum for many years, this being the source
for measurement of many of them as reference for kits that have been
released over the years.
This month we have a Somua S35 Medium Tank from WW.II. A large
number of these French vehicles were captured by the Germans in
1940 and used by them for various roles - anti-Partisan, Training and
as flame thrower tanks, which a fairly large number were converted to.

neutral coloured paint for anti-corrosion purposes
Clark Cone has generously agreed to allow our club members to access these photos for their personal use, and for our club to post them
as reference files in our publication 'in Miniature', with appropriate
photo credits being acknowledged.
All of these photos on this CD are the copyright of Clark Cone of
North Carolina, USA and may not be sold or distributed without his
written authorisation.
The rule shown in some photos to give scale is 2' overall, with one
half divided into 6" and 1" segments.

Obviously this colour scheme is not original, being I believe a coat of
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$XVWUDOLDQ$HUR&OXE&KLSPXQNV3$GGHQGXPWR3DUW

by Rod Blievers
Very early RACNSW scheme on VH-AJD. Photo: Dick Hourigan

Royal Newcastle Aero Club
<p align="justify">The RNAC’s first Chipmunk, and indeed the very
first Chipmunk to arrive in Australia, was VH-BFT. This was a Canadian built DHC-1A-1; a comparatively simple machine differing from
the later UK-built Chipmunk T.10/Mk.20/Mk.21/Mk.22 series in many
aspects. To name a few:
) No electrical system, therefore no navigation lights, no landing
lamp, no external power plug, no battery access hatches (top aft
fuselage) and no electrical connection panel (tailcone LHS).

2) No Vacuum system – a venture tube fitted to the forward fuselage
on the RHS.
3) Different shaped pitot/static mast under the LH wing.
4) Shallower, vertical edged cockpit coamings over the instrument
panels.
5) Narrow-chord rudder
6) Undercarriage legs were subtly raked less further forward, though
this is barely discernable.
Note that VH-AFR (shown in Fig.4 in the preceding article) was an
identical airframe to this.

ig.15 - VH-BFT (Can.22), Arrived Australia 10.12.1947, to the (then) Newcastle Aero Club 18.10.1949, became VH-RNG in
1953, sold 30.6.1958. Became VH-BBF and subsequently VH-MCC, still extant and currently under restoration at Wangaratta Vic.
>This aircraft was very plainly painted; overall silver and an anti-dazzle panel, with a club badge on the rudder.
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Plan view showing the typical pre-war and 1940’s practice of carrying the registration in large letters fully over and under the entire wing span. Undersurface registration was similarly displayed.. HELP!</B> Has anyone photos of the elusive VH-BBF??

Royal Aero Club of NSW
Contrary to what was indicated in Chapter One, the RAC of NSW’s
use of the Chipmunk did not end with the disposals of VH-RSQ and –
RSK in 1969. Actually I already knew this, but managed to overlook it
until Steve pointed it out! VH-RSQ was sold to H. Treloar, who fitted a

Continental O-470 engine. The aircraft was now designated a DHC1C, though this nomenclature seems to have promptly fallen into disuse. The aircraft returned to the RAC of NSW in 1973, and was sold
on again in 1977, thus finally ending this club’s association with the
Chipmunk.

Fig.16 - VH-RSQ (C1-0075, ex WB640); to RACNSW on 4.1.1957, sold 14.4.1969, returned to RACNSW 13.9.1973, sold again 7.9.1977, exported to the US as N640WB
in 2005.
During the engine conversion, VH-RSQ was painted in a spectacular orange-red/white/black
scheme, featuring a “sunburst” pattern on the upper-surfaces of both wings and tailplanes. Note the
highly polished metal spinner and undercarriage fairings. A stylized club badge covers the fin & rudder.

20
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Fig.16a - The uppersurfaces were spectacularly painted, however the undersurfaces were plain red.

VH-RSP with 'City of Sydney' carried on the fuselage stripe. fuselage stripe, and the 'D' on the nose a different shape to the variation drawn in Part 1. Additionally VH-RSP from RACNSW had the tiPhoto: Dick Hourigan

tling 'City of Sydney' carried on the fuselage stripe (both sides) at one
Editor's Notes - A couple more small variations that I noticed in pho- stage. No other RACNSW airframe shows similar titling in available
tos. VH-AJD (head of page 19) originally had a plain scheme with no photos so far (Steve).
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$XVWUDOLDQ$HUR&OXE&KLSPXQNV3&KDSWHU
Royal Aero Club of WA
VH-AMB and VH–ROG joined the RACWA in 1951; their Chipmunk
fleet was eventually to number 10 aircraft. I learned to fly in the last
few survivors; the last one of these had left the club by 1962. However, 20 years later (in 1992) the RACWA was to return to the Chipmunk, acquiring another VH-RWI. When this aircraft was lost in
1997, it was immediately replaced by the third RWI which remains in
current use. Hence this aircraft is the last Aero Club Chipmunk (and
one of only two DHC-1’s still in commercial use in Australia).

same basic scheme to their RAF counterparts on the production
lime, i.e. overall silver with a black anti-dazzle panel. A broad whitetrimmed red fuselage stripe was applied (I believe upon erection at
Maylands). However, when the first ex-RAF aircraft, VH-WRW, arrived in 1954 it was, before being placed in service, immediately
painted in the club’s new overall red scheme. Eventually this scheme
was to be modified, with the club badge and the registration letters
being re-located. This distinctive scheme was arguably the longestlived of all club schemes.

Registrations: The first three aircraft, VH-AMB, VH-ROG and VHWRW had registrations reflecting the initials of past/present Club
Presidents. Further aircraft were in the R*W range, with the last two
examples delivered being in the currently used and more familiar
RW* block. The RACWA also had a unique system of aircraft numbering. Aircraft used, with fleet numbers (where known), were VHAMB, -ROG/1, -WRW/3, -RBW/4, -RCW/5, -RDW/6, -REW, RFW/8, -RGW/9, -RHW/4 (used again), -RIW, -RJW/5 (again), -RWI
and -RWO/6. Note that the VH-RWI registration has now been used
by the club three times.
Colour Schemes: The first two RACWA aircraft, VH-AMB and –
ROG, although Mk.21’s, seem to have left the factory (1951) in the

Fig.17 - VH-AMB (C1-0383); to RACWA on 8.1.1952, sold 9.4.1962, components
used to construct SA29 “Spraymaster” VH-SJD in 1965, fuselage abandoned due
to an airworthiness dispute with DCA.
VH-AMB upon assembly at Maylands WA. Over the basic RAF-style overall silver scheme complemented by a black anti-dazzle panel, the club added a white-edged red stripe. Note the DH badge
on the upper rudder.

Fig.18 - VH-ROG (C1-0435): to RACWA on 11.1.1952, damaged beyond repair in a landing accident at Baker’s Hill WA on
20.3.1959.
VH-ROG joined the RACWA fleet three days after VH-AMB. The scheme was identical, although a spinner was not fitted.
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Fig.19 -</b>By 1952/53 VH-AMB had acquired a club badge on the rudder. Inexplicably, this was accompanied by the removal of the aft fuselage stripe.

Fig.20 - VH-RBW (C1-0418, ex WG328); registered to RACWA on 10.2.1954, destroyed in ground collision with Tiger Moth
VH-AJI at Maylands WA on 10.7.1955.
The RACWA very quickly adopted this distinctive overall red scheme, with most aircraft being painted during the initial erection process. Canopy
framing and undercarriage legs (less the landing light fairing) are black, while both the fuselage stripe and all registration letters are edged in
black. Note too the rather small fleet number (“4”) and the DH badge carried high on the rudder.

Fig.21 -</b>In addition to VH-WRW, VH-RBW and VH-RCW appearing in this first variant of the overall red scheme (i.e. with the registration
letters on the fuselage side), VH-ROG was similarly re-painted. It didn’t quite conform in that both the DH badge high on the rudder and the fleet
number were missing, while the registration letters were carried without the black trim.
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Fig.22 -</b>Circa 1956 the club scheme was simplified; this was the definitive, and quite long-lived, RACWA design. The fuselage registration
was re-located to the fin (enabling the stripe to be carried full length down the fuselage) while the club badge now appeared below the windscreen. The DH badge on the upper rudder has been removed. The fleet number appears in the later larger style. It is possible that on VH-ROG
only, the fin letters were thinly trimmed in black. Unusually, it also had a spinner fitted.

Fig.23 - VH-RFW (C1-0030, ex WB578); to RACWA on 16.1.1957, crashed and burnt during a forced landing at Bull Creek
WA on 19.9.1959.
<br>This is the typical RACWA Chipmunk. Perhaps as an economy measure, the neat black edging around the registration, possibly present on
ROG has been dispensed with. This is clearly evident on all aircraft except VH-ROG.

Fig.24 - VH-RHW (C1-0125, ex WB677); to RACWA on 21.11.1957, sold 4.6.1962, remains current.
If nothing else RACWA aircraft tended to be strictly standard; this aircraft is identically finished to
their other Chipmunks. Included for sentimental reasons; I soloed in this aircraft in 1961.
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Fig.25 - VH-RWI – 2nd use (C1-0211, ex WB761, VH-RVE). To RACWA on 19.3.1992, crashed during a practice forced
landing, Mundjong WA on 25.2.1997.
When the RACWA re-introduced a Chipmunk to their flight line in 1992, it wore a scheme strongly reminiscent of the original red scheme. It
was of course much simpler and differed in many details amongst which were the untrimmed fuselage stripe and canopy framing in red, along
with the registration letters returned to the fuselage sides. It has to be said that this aircraft was very shiny and obviously maintained in a far
more pristine condition than were its predecessors!

Fig.25a – VH-RWI also carried a simple but striking “sunburst” scheme on the upper wingsurfaces – this feature owed nothing to what had
passed before!
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ig.26 - VH-RWI – 3rd use (C1-0164, ex WB728, EI-AHP, G-AOZU, 5N-ACP). To RACWA on 15.7.1997, remains current.
The 2nd VH-RWI was rapidly replaced by a further aircraft; this aircraft was delivered in an overall white scheme which perhaps was the basis
of how it now appears. It was neatly trimmed in red, with a greater “sunburst” effect than previously. The text on the cowling celebrated the
club’s 70 years of existence (1929-1999); this was changed to “75 years” in 2004. This aircraft marks the end of an era that started in 1949; it is
the last Aero Club Chipmunk. Note the broad-chord rudder and the standard anti-spinning strakes.

Fig.26a – VH-RWI uppersurfaces.

Editor's Note -</b> The fuselage stripes on the RACWA airframes
varied from aircraft to aircraft. Each one is almost individual in the
exact shape at the front and how far it extends at the rear. There are
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several photos where this has caused a mis-match in the stripe when
part of the cowling has been repalced from another airframe.

Royal Aero Club of SA
This club acquired its first Chipmunk in 1956, with the fleet reaching
its maximum strength (five aircraft) in 1960. The last two Chipmunks
were sold in 1964.

Registrations: This club used the BW* range. Their fleet comprised VH-BWA, -BWB, -BWC, -BWD, -BWE, -BWF, -BWK and –
BWM.

Colour Schemes: Over the original RAF overall silver scheme, the
club put more effort than many others in “branding” their Chipmunks.
They applied a narrow pale blue cheat line running the full length of
the fuselage, together with vertical stripes as well as the title “Royal
Aero Club of S.A.” carried below the cockpit.
Towards the end of 1962 a far more striking scheme appeared, the
“blue scheme”. Although the club only retained its Chipmunks for a
very short time after this scheme appeared, some of the aircraft were
to carry this scheme for many years, although with new owners (and
registrations)

Fig.27 - VH-BWA (C1-0126, ex WB678); to RACSA on 17.9.1956, crashed Naracoorte SA on 28.8.1960, sold by club and
re-built as VH-UET, crashed Whyalla SA on 7.10.1962.
VH-BWA displays the South Australian’s first colour scheme. It is depicted here with cheatline, titles and lettering in a pale blue, with the narrow vertical stripes being pale blue/dark blue/pale blue. On this aircraft the cheatline abuts the anti-dazzle panel, while sweeping up to the
spinner. Rather than displaying a badge, club ownership was indicated by the neat titling carried below the cockpit.

Fig.28 - VH-BWB (C1-0055, ex WB614); to RACSA on 28.9.1956, spun in and crashed near Osbourne SA on 2.2.1964.
A few weeks later and VH-BWB shows some differences to VH-BWA; the cheat line is carried slightly lower and now commences with a “barb”.
Now the individual letter “B” is also in pale blue.
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Fig.29 - VH-BWK (C1-0490, ex WG416, VH-GBY); to RACSA on 2.9.1960, sold on
20.9.1963, subsequently VH-CKD and later VH-TUG, written off having run into a
ditch at Cunderdin WA on 8.12.1968, believed extant.
Other than lacking a spinner, this aircraft is identical to VH-BWB. This scheme was common to all
RACSA Chipmunks except on VH-BWA.

Fig.30 - VH-BWM (C1-0057, ex WB616, G-AOSC, VH-MOE, VH-GAH); to RACSA on
24.8.1962, sold 01.11.1963, re-registered as VH-UEU, remains current.
VH-BWM depicted in the RAC of SA’s very distinctive “blue scheme”. Fuselage, wingroots and vertical tail surfaces are dark blue, while all horizontal surfaces are white. The pale blue stripe within the
white fuselage stripe is thinly edged in a red pinstripe. One subtlety is that the aircraft’s “last letter” in
repeated on the forward RH side of the nose-cowl in white, approx 6” high. Typically the blue finish
was relatively unstable and tended to fade rapidly; it is shown here freshly applied.
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Tasmanian Aero Club
This club introduced the Chipmunk in 1956, retaining a fleet of four
aircraft for some 10 years. This club is very proud of their unique record (in this country) of never having damaged a Chipmunk!

Registrations: This club used the BS* range; registrations used
were VH-BSJ, -BSP, BSQ & -BSR.

Colour Schemes: Along with the Darling Downs club, the Tasmanian Aero Club also eschewed the overall silver-painted scheme.
Their aircraft featured a polished bare metal finish (i.e. the metal surfaces had been stripped back) with silver doped fabric surfaces and
vertical stripes on the fin. No club badge was carried, although the
registration letter style was quite distinct; a very “blocky” presentation
being used.

Aero Club of Southern Tasmania:
This club (based at Cambridge) split away from the Launcestonbased Tasmanian Aero Club in 1948, forming an entirely separate
entity. Despite this, both clubs utilized the same registration block.
The type first appeared here in 1956, growing to a fleet of six aircraft,
and finally being retired in 1966.

Fig.32 - VH-BSR (C1-0189, ex WB743); to TAC on
23.1.1957, sold 16.10.1965, struck of register in 1980, returned to register in 1996 as VH-OSR, remains current.
In this scheme the aircraft metal-work has been stripped and highly
polished. Note the rather “blocky” style of registration. The Medium
Blue wingtips seem to have been randomly applied; they appeared on
some Tasmanian Chipmunks and yet not on others. Tracking down
the tail stripe colours of Light Blue, Yellow, Red and Silver (the rearmost portion is unpainted) took considerable detective work!.

Fig.33 - VH-BSK (C1-0047, ex WB606); to ACST on
7.11.1956, crashed at Ralph’s Bay Tas on 5.8.1960.
The rather understated ACST Tasmanian scheme. All metal components plus the rudder are white, with all other fabric surfaces doped
silver. The cheatline and registration are blue, with the leading edge
of the stripe behind the letters having a point, which “fits” into a notch
at the aft end of the stripe ahead of the letters.

Registrations: As previously stated, again the VH-BS* range was
utilized. Known aircraft were VH-BSK, -BSL, -BSM, -BSN, -BSU & BSV. VH-BSS was reserved for another Chipmunk but never used.

Colour Schemes: Club aircraft appeared in a simple and rather
elegant scheme. All metal surfaces (i.e. fuselage, fin, tailplane, wing
leading edges and tips) were white with the fabric areas remaining
silver. The aircraft was trimmed by a medium blue cheat line.
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Fig.34 - VH-BSU (C1-0127, ex WB679, G-OATA); to ACST on 13.2.1957, sold by them on 18.7.1964, remains currently registered though very rarely seen.
A variant of the scheme, VH-BSU has a Black anti-dazzle panel and Medium Blue wingtips. Photo (courtesy of Dick Hourigan) on Page 28.

Upper view of VH-BSU showing the extent of the silver doped
fabric surfaces, which is basically everything aft of the main
spar on the wings, upper and lower, plus elevators and rudder.

Note for Modellers: Hopefully these articles may inspire a model - if

Editor's Notes - Rod Blievers who co-operated with Roger Lambert

so you will be using the Airfix (1/72nd) or Aeroclub (1/48th) kits. Both
these kits depict the broad-chord rudder (easily identified by the distinctive “kink” where the trailing edge meets the fuselage - however nearly
all of the aircraft depicted in this article carried the narrow-chord rudder.
Some minor modification is needed. Further, anti-spinning strakes on
club DHC-1’s were not carried; VH-RSQ in Fig.14 is an exception (one
more example will occur later). Lastly, the majority of club Chipmunks
had their spinners removed; the drawings accurately reflect the fitting of
this or otherwise.

on the RAAF Oddity article re the RAAF evaluation of the DHC Chipmunk a couple of years ago, has kindly agreed to provide material for a
series (probably 3 parts) on the colour schemes of DHC Chipmunks in
service with local (Australian) Aero Clubs.
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All drawings by myself (Steve Mackenzie) from photos (scans) and
other info supplied by Rod. More Next issue.

/XIWZDIIH7UDQVSRUWV-XP/RLUHHW2OLYLHU/HR
By 1944 the Luftwaffe transport force was in serious trouble due to
lack of aircraft. This had its roots in the loss of nearly 200 Ju 52/3m’s
during the invasion of Crete in 1941 and was exacerbated by the failure of German industry to provide successors to this 1930-vintage aircraft in suitable numbers. To overcome the shortfall the Luftwaffe employed converted bombers including some captured during the occupation of Vichy France.
The ad-hoc formations of previous years had been replaced by dedicated Transport Geschwadern but the small number of these meant
that individual Gruppes and even Staffeln were employed in widely
spaced geographic locations.
In turn this means that it is impossible to be dogmatic about areas of
operations for any given unit but elements of TG 4 were definitely employed in the Balkans.
It appears all transports were camouflaged RLM 70/71 on the uppersurfaces and RLM 65 on the undersurfaces although the white or yellow fuselage bands/ wingtip undersides were haphazardly applied. All
Leo 451’s were overhauled and repainted before being taken into Luft-

waffe service.
Airfix, Heller and Italeri include Ju 52/3m kits in their ranges with the
last also sometimes available under the Revell label.The Airfix kit has
some outline problems and detailing is coarse by current standards hence it cannot be recommended. The other two are relatively recent
and to acceptable standards, with the Italeri offering being marginally
better value.
Only Heller have released a kit of the Leo 451 and despite its 25±
year age it can be assembled into a convincing replica. Happily it
does not suffer from the common “Heller problem” (i.e. having 8 components when 4 would be adequate). As with the 1:1 scale aircraft, for
the transport some turrets must be removed and the openings plated
over and the armament replaced with German weapons (Aeroclub
providing the required items).

Note - The above Colour scheme drawings are not in scale with each
other (Steve).

by Ley Reynolds

Loire et Olivier Leo 451T, G6+AQ, TG.4, 1944.
Camouflaged RLM 70/71 on the uppersurfaces and RLM 65 on the undersurfaces.Note the Yellow fuselage band and White 'A'. The undersides
of the wingtips may also be Yellow. This drawing is based on incomplete info.

Junkers Ju-52/3m, 4F+DD, 11.St/TG.4, Italy, probably late 1943.
Camouflaged RLM 70/71 on the uppersurfaces and RLM 65 on the undersurfaces. Note the Yellow fuselage band and undersides of the wingtips.
'H/3/D' on the rudder is a light colour (Yellow or White) and is a tactical code used by ad-hoc Transport Gruppen
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Junkers Ju-52/3m (See), G6+BJ, TG.4, somewhere on the Adriatic 1944.
Possibly Camouflaged RLM 72/73 on the uppersurfaces and RLM 65 on the undersurfaces. Note the White fuselage band and Red code letter
'B'. Some of the fuselage windows are overpainted.

Junkers Ju-52/3m (See), G6+FJ, TG.4, Greece, 1944.
Alternate to the above. Possibly Camouflaged RLM 72/73 on the uppersurfaces and RLM 65 on the undersurfaces. Note the White fuselage band
and 'G6'. Red code letter 'F'. 'W1/F' on the rudder is also White.
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'H+DYLOODQG'+9DPSLUH7 $LQ5$$)6HUYLFH
3DUW$)763HDUFH

Vampire A79-612 at Pearce. Note the additional aerial mounted on the Port tail boom. Photo AHMWA P881426 via Mick Mirkovic.

by Steve Mackenzie
This is the first part of a series of articles on the 2 seat Vampires in
RAAF service (we covered the RAN usage in issues 2 & 3 this year).
Many of the type's operating units seem to have had little coverage in
print to date. A short description of the production programme was
given in issue 22-2. The initial 36 airframes for the RAAF (serials A79801 to 836 incl), had the early style tail booms without curved fairings,
a heavily framed canopy and no ejection seats under the designation
Vampire T.33.
DHA later built a further 68 airframes for the RAAF (A79-601 to 668)
to the later RAF T.11 standard of faired tail booms, ejection seats,
clear view canopy, increased fuel tankage and anti-skid brakes under
the designation T.35. Subsequently all except two of the RAAF T.33s
(which had been written off) received the new faired tail booms, ejection seats and clear view canopy under the designation T.35A (they
did not have the increased fuel tankage and anti-skid brakes) making
them externally identical to the T.35.
One of the users of the dual seat vampires was 1 AFTS (Advanced
Flying Training School) at Pearce WA, who oprated them from 1958
to 1969. While their later airframes with Dayglow markings on the
nose and tail fins have been illustrated before, I was interested in a
number of photos sent by Mick Mirkovic from the AHMWA collection,
which showed their earlier markings to have been Yellow training
bands around the tail booms and wings, with large Black individual
letters on the nose.
Not having seen examples of the tail boom bands on RAAF airframes
before (unlike the RAN ones which always had them) and few examples of the wing bands in photos, I asked several people for any information thay had on the subject. Peter Malone was kind enough to

send me the following detailed explanation:
"Steve, nobody seems to have replied to your email so I'll have a go.
Unfortunately, I can't back up any of the following with documentation,
only my memory.
In the mid 1950s the two training schools were:
1 BFTS based at Uranquinty and equipped with Winjeels, and
1 AFTS based at point Cook and equipped with Wirraways.
In 1958/59 the Wirraways were replaced by Vampires. As part of this
process, 1 AFTS was moved to Pearce as Point Cook was considered
unsafe for Vampire operations and 1 BFTS and its Winjeels were
transferred to Point Cook. Both also dropped the '1' but I am not sure
when.
I can't vouch for the CFS or the CAF squadrons but when I was at
AFTS in 1961, I believe that all the A/C on the unit carried yellow
bands around the wings and tail booms. These were narrower than
the bands later applied to RAN aircraft and were, I believe, about 24
inches wide, and were behind the serials on the booms and, inboard
of the roundels on the wings, at about the inboard edge of the air
brakes. The flashes were on the fin, not the rudder, the boom roundels had Roos and the wing roundels were 'bulls eyes'. The roundels
on top of the wing were bloody big and ahead of the inboard section of
the ailerons. Those underneath were smaller and out near the tips.
Each aircraft carried an individual code letter under the windscreen. I
don't recall any unit badge being on them.
The fluorescent paint on the wing tips and fins came in a year or two
after this. I have attached a drawing showing this scheme.
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(I don't know the date, but is obviously after September 1965 and is
Issue 4). Some aircraft initially retained the yellow bands on the
wings, but that on the booms was dropped. Note that the fluorescent
paint was only supposed to be on the extreme wing tips on the upper
surface and not some 4+ feet wide as on the under surfaces. As you
will have seen some, including the Telstars, did carry the wide bands
on the upper surface".
This equates to what I had observed, Yellow training bands on tail
booms and wings initially with 'fluorescent paint (i.e Dayglow Orange)
on the noses and tail fins later. Peter also in another email said that
the Yellow bands were restricted to 'training airframes' and only the
aircraft of 1 AFTS and possibly CFS at East sale used them. The
other units with similar Vampires, 2(F)OTU at Williamtown and the
operational Sqns with dual seaters attached did not.

fuselage and standard roundels on the wings but after 1966 the wing
roundels were also converted to the Kangaroo type). Serials were in
Black along with a small amount of stencilling on the airframe. See
the individual airframes for other markings.
Initially 1 AFTS used airframes marked as above with the mixture of
roundel types. Some appear to have been very plain with only serials
carried in addition to the roundels, others at the same period were
photographed with the Yellow 'training bands' on the tail booms and
wings (which I have confirmed as being 24" wide) and large Black
letters on the noses. These schemes definately co-existed to a certain
extent per the photos of A79-668 (no add markings) seen lined up
with other airframes with the full regalia.
Note The colour scheme profiles are not strictly in date order but
group similar marking styles together for simplicity sake.

Colour Schemes and Markings:

Vampire of 1 AFTS at Pearce. Note plain markings (no
All RAAF Vampires were painted overall Aluminium dope (necessary bands etc) but with the individual letter 'Y' on the main wheel
due to their operating environment and the fact that the fuselage is door (this is the only example I have seen of this). The serisl
wooden). Roundels were in six positions (initially Kangaroos on the is not visible, but it may be A79-644 which was at 1 AFTS
from June 1959 and which Peter Malone advises was coded
'Y' when he was there in 1961. Rocket rails carried under the
wings. Photo AHMWA P8891571 via Mick Mirkovic

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-612, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1962-66.
Painted overall Aluminium dope. Roundels are in six positions (Kangaroos on the fuselage and standard roundels on the wings). Serials are in
Black along with a small amount of stencilling on the airframe. Date of the photo (at top of page) is uncertain (this airframe was at Pearce 196268) but before the 1966 change of roundels.
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Two photos (including the cover) of A79-831. Probably taken about the same time as A79-612 at head of page. Same style of
markings carried along with that additional aerial. The third photo (which may be of 612) shows the size and position of the
underwing roundels. Photos AHMWA P921621, 921622 & 891579 via Mick Mirkovic.
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Top – Vampire A79-668 at Pearce on a wet day in 1960.
While 668 is very plain in markings, the airframes behind it
have the tail boom and wing bands (see later) . Photo AHMWA P940145 via Mick Mirkovic.

Lower – Two more photos of A79-668. The Vampires in the
background of the last one are from 25 Sqn. Photos AHMWA P891559 & P940074 via Mick Mirkovic.

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35A, A79-831, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1962-66.
Colour scheme as per A79-612. Ref: AHMWA photos on the previous page & cover.
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de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-668, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1960.
Colour scheme as the previous drawings. Ref: AHMWA photos previous pages..
These and other photos taken at Pearce in 1960 show a mixture of airframes which have the Yellow 'training bands' on the tail booms and
wings (plus nose leters in many cases) and others which just carry a serial. This mixture is possibly because it took a while to mark up newly
arrived airframes with the full set of markings.

As mentioned on the previous page, 1 AFTS airframes in the 1959-62
airframe had 24" Yellow 'training bands' on the tail booms and wings and
large Black letters on the noses. Attached below are several photos
showing examples of this (note in some cases you will have to look
closely to see the bands).

Two line-ups of 1 AFTS Vampires carrying the bands and nose letters. A79-668 without these embellishments is at the start of
the line in the 2nd photo. Photos AHMWA P012994, P940139 & P946663 via Mick Mirkovic
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de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-604, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1960.
Painted overall Aluminium dope. Roundels are in six positions (Kangaroos on the fuselage and standard roundels on the wings). Serials and nose
letter 'K' are in Black along with a small amount of stencilling on the airframe. There are 24" Yellow training bands around the tail booms and the
wings. Ref: AHMWA photos previous page.

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-655, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1960.
Painted overall Aluminium dope. Roundels are in six positions (Kangaroos on the fuselage and standard roundels on the wings). Serials and nose
letter 'V' are in Black along with a small amount of stencilling on the airframe. There are 24" Yellow training bands around the tail booms and the
wings. Ref: AHMWA photos previous page..

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-616, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1960.
Painted overall Aluminium dope. Roundels are in six positions (Kangaroos on the fuselage and standard roundels on the wings). Serials are in Black
along with a small amount of stencilling on the airframe. There are 24" Yellow training bands around the tail booms and the wings. Note - it does not
yet have a nose letter, just the Yellow bands. Ref: AHMWA photo next page.
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Possibly taken on the same wet day in 1960, another shot of the lineup. A79-616 in the foreground is unusual in just having the

24" Yellow bands but no nose letter. Photo: AHMWA P991126 via Mick Mirkovic.

You may remember that part of Pete Malone's email quoted from on the
first page said "The fluorescent paint on the wing tips and fins came in a
year or two after this. I have attached a drawing showing this scheme. (I
don't know the date, but is obviously after September 1965 and is Issue
4). Some aircraft initially retained the yellow bands on the wings, but
that on the booms was dropped. Note that the fluorescent paint was
only supposed to be on the extreme wing tips on the upper surface and
not some 4+ feet wide as on the under surfaces". As you will have seen
some, including the Telstars, did carry the wide bands on the upper
surface".

Aluminium lacquer with this scheme). Photos show that there were
some variations. Some machines had just their wingtips painted (upper
and lower) without a 4' panel of Dayglow on the lower surfaces. The
Yellow bands were deleted from the tail booms but many did carry them
on the wings.

With this later marking scheme, the 'last two' of the serial was usually
repeated on the nose. At least three styles of numbers were used 'large squarish', 'large rounded' and 'smaller rounded' numbers in a
more cursive style. The first two types were common in the early years
(1963 onwards), the 'cursive' style was the one mainly in use in 1968
This refers to the introduction of a new paint scheme from about 1963 when the last Vampire course was flown (they were replaced at Pearce
onwards featuring Orange dayglow areas on the upper nose panel and by Macchis).
tail units. The fin flashes were moved to the rudders (which were still

The official instructional drawings or thr new paint scheme that Pete referred to above
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The previous two photos show A79-624 with the large square style of nose numbers. Photos: AHMWA P014276 & P881427 via Mick Mirkovic.

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-624, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1963.
Painted overall Aluminium dope. Roundels are in six positions (Kangaroos on the fuselage and standard roundels on the
wings). Serials and '24' on the nose are in Black along with a small amount of stencilling on the airframe. The upper nose,
wingtips and tail unit are painted Dayglow Orange. Ref: AHMWA photos above.

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-664, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1963.
Basically identical colour and markings scheme to the profile of A79-624 above. Note that the airframes with the Dayglow Orange markings, all seem to carry a new style of emergency warning lettering below the ejection seat triangle as illustrated.
Ref: AHMWA photo next page
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A79-664 with similar large square style of nose numbers. Photo: AHMWA P891574 via Mick Mirkovic

Other airframes (at apparently the same time period) had the nose numbers in a 'rounded' style. Standard pre Kangaroo roundels were still carried on the wings (upper and lower) at this stage.

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-659, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1963-4.
Basically identical colour and markings scheme to the profile of A79-664 on the previous page, except for the style of the 'last two' on the nose. Ref:
AHMWA photo P013127 above.
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de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35A, A79-810, 1 AFTS, Pearce, 1963-4.
Basically identical colour and markings scheme to the profile of A79-659 previously. The Mk.35As appear to have carried the 'last three' on the nose
to distinquish them at this stage. There is a photo of '821' also marked in this fashion on page 5. Ref: AHMWA photo P013126 above.

The final variation used a more
'cursive' style of nose numbers.
Photos indicate that this was by
far the most common style used
after 1966 when the wings gained
'Kangaroo' roundels. The photo of
A79-659 has been taken before
the changeover going by the roundel on the 'photo plane' but I have
drawn it as it would have looked
later as this airframe was at
Pearce till the Vampires were
replaced by Macchis in 1968/69.
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de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-659, 1 AFTS, Pearce, circa 1965-6.
Basically identical colour and markings scheme to the earlier profile of A79-659 above, apart from the style of nose numbers. Ref: AHMWA photo
P017133 previous page.

de Havilland DH.115 Vampire T.35, A79-631, 1 AFTS, Pearce, circa 1966-7.
Basically identical colour and markings scheme to the earlier profile of A79-659 above. There is no doubt that this one carried the Yellow wing
bands and 'Kangaroo' roundels on the wings per the photo above. Ref: AHMWA photo P970144 above
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5HVWRUDWLRQRI$+0RI:$·V&$:LUUDZD\$
by Mick Mirkovic
This is a photo essay and walkaround on the current status of the restoration of Wirraway A20-688. In 2003 it was decided to restore the Museum’s Wirraway, I first had to take photos of the engine mounting bay
prior to it’s removal for restoration (see photos). Slowly the Wirraway was
dismantled and moved to the Museum’s workshop for the restoration to
begin.
The Wirraway was moved back into the North Hangar due the closure of
out workshop last month and the re-assembly has been progressing in
the North Hangar, the photos where take between Oct. 14 and 16, 2008
when the engine was mounted and the starboard wing was re-attached.
When completed the Wirraway will be in it’s last scheme when in RAAF
service, i.e. 1950s trainer scheme of Silver overall with Yellow training
bands and pre-kangaroo roundels. It was previously in 5 Squadron’s WW
II scheme, though it never served during the war.</p>
Mike Mirkovic,
October, 2008

Editor’s Note - I have had to hold the engine restoration photos plus
some others, along with about 30 Technical Manual scans over to Part 2
next issue, due to the large number of images that Mick provided.
(Steve).
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,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF/LEUDU\RIWKH
$YLDWLRQ+HULWDJH0XVHXPRI:$
The Photographic Library at the AHM of WA is a vast treasure of photographic images from all periods of aviation history. We currently
have over 32,000 images in all forms from glass plate negatives, nitrate & cellulose negatives, slides (colour & B/W), photos and computer scans. The vast majority come from private collections and
most haven't been published before.
In the collection there are images from the dawn of aviation in W.A,
Australia and the World, WWI aircraft (including a rare selection of
prototypes of RFC/RAF and French aircraft) both from the Western
Front and the Middle East, England and even the Italian Front. There
is also post war civil and military, WWII (all fronts) and post WWII to
current times (civil & military). These photos are all under copyright to
the Museum and can only be published with due recognition to their
source.
These photos can be purchased from the Museum as the Museum's
Photo No. is shown next to each photo, if no number is shown it's
from my own personal collection. The Museum's address and details
are as below:
Aviation Heritage Museum of WA
Bull Creek Drive
Bull Creek WA 6149
Phone: (08)9311-4470
Fax : (08)9311-4455
Email: alclarke@raafawa.org.au
Website:www.raafa.org.au
Please mark all correspondence attention to the Photographic Library
or myself.
Mick Mirkovic, Photographic Librarian, AHM of WA

Below:
P016500 - P-40N Kittyhawks, "Omar Khayyam", SV-U & SV-G
of 77 Sqn RAAF, at Higgins Field, Cape York, late 1945.
P016501 - Mosquito FB.VI, A52-504/NA-P, of 1 Sqn RAAF, at
Higgins Field, Cape York, late 1945.
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P016504 - Spitfire VIII, A58-504/QY-R, of 452 Sqn RAAF, at
Higgins Field, Cape York, late 1945.
P016508 - Beaufighter Mk.21s, A8-129/SK-X & A8-87/SK-G, of
93 Sqn RAAF, at Garbutt Airfield, Townsville, 1945.

P016509 - Line-up of Spitfire VIIIs, including A58-600/ZP-X, of
457 Sqn RAAF, at Garbutt Field, Townsville early 1946.
<BR>P016510 - Line-up of Spitfire VIIIs, including A58-627/
ZP-Z & A58-631/ZP-V, of 457 Sqn RAAF, at Garbutt Field,
Townsville early 1946.

Page 57, RH column
P016498 - B-25D Mitchell, A47-43/KO-B of 2 Sqn RAAF, at
Higgins Field, Cape York, late 1945. Stripped of all armament
and probably being used to transport POWs home to Australia.
P016499 - PV-1 Ventura, A59-65/SF-Z of 13 Sqn RAAF, at
Higgins Field, Cape York, late 1945. Similarly Stripped of armament and used as a transport.
P016502 - Spitfire VIII, A58-492/UP-B 'Mac III' & UP-D, of 79
Sqn RAAF, at Higgins Field, Cape York, late 1945.
P016503 - P-40N Kittyhawk, A29-652/FA-Y, of 82 Sqn RAAF,
at Higgins Field, Cape York, late 1945.

Editor's Notes - A set of RAAF types from the years 1945-47 on this
occasion. More similar photos next time also.
Copies of any of these can be ordered from the Museum as above by
writing to their address for information on sizes available and prices etc.
Quote the above 'P' reference nos with any enquiries to identify items
required. (Steve)
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P016511 - Avro Anson I, AW618, of Station HQ Flight Laverton, at Darwin, 1947.
P970558 - Avro Anson I, AX425 at Townsville circa 1945.

,PDJHVIURPWKH3KRWRJUDSKLF&ROOHFWLRQRI$ODQ<HH
One of the most popular club members, Alan Yee has a large collection of personal photos dating back to just after the end of W.W.II.
Many of these photos are from an era from which few good illustrations turn up in print in the usual sources.

lect some for use each quarter, on some occasions they will be to a
random theme as here, sometimes it will concentrate on one particular airframe or type, on other occasions there may be a mini walkaround of a particular airframe.

Until recently Alan did not have prints of many of his negatives that
he had taken over the years. With the advent of access to cheaper
scanning solutions he has been able to obtain electronic copies of
much of his collection and has agreed to this publication using a selection of his images in each issue. He and myself (the editor) will se-

Cleaning up what I have available of Allan's scans, this is a selection
of Transport etc types. I think a couple of the DC-3 shots have been
used in an earlier instalment, but no problems.(Steve - Editor).
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'H+DYLOODQG'+LQ5$$)6HUYLFH

by Steve Mackenzie
Recently I came across a wartime photo of one of the DH.89 Dragon
Rapides in full camouflage and civilian Registration applied on Eddie
Coate's website (see later for address). Realising that little had ever
been published in detail on the RAAF's Rapides and how civil operated airframes were marked during the war, I have put this article
together on the subject.
In 1935 the RAAF acquired a DH.89 Rapide for use in Aerial Survey
work (supplemented by several locally built Wackett Gannets). It was
delivered to the North Australia Survey Flt in Jul 1935. It did not stay
with the RAAF for long as Holyman Airways (who had lost two DH.86
airliners in a short period in crashes), put in an urgent request to the
Govt for it to be released to them (they must have been on very good
terms with their local member...). It was transferred from RAAF serv-

ice on 30/12/1935 taking up the civil Rego VH-UFF.
The RAAF replaced it with a new airframe delivered to them from de
Havilland (Aust) in 04/36. Still carrying the civil Rego VH-UVG which
it had on delivery, it was pressed into service begining work from
Port Hedland as part of the North Australian Survey Flight (NASF). It
suffered a forcelanding near Camooweal on 13/04/36. After being
located, the fuselage only was trucked out and sent to No 1 AD at
Laverton for repair. Being returned to service in 1937 (now with the
serial A3-2). it forcelanded again on a dried up lakebed in the Gibson
Desert 21/05/37. One again it was salvaged and flown out on
30/05/37. It was written off pre-war in a landing accident at Laverton
on 03/02/38.

de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, A3-1, Laverton, 1935.
Overall Aluminium doped with polished metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc). Standard RAAF roundels of the time were carried in six
positions (note the fuselage ones are larger than those used later, being 36"
and the wing roundels are carried 50% outboard of the engine position). Serials were Black, with A3-1 unusually having a full stop after the 'A'. i.e it is
presented as 'A.3-1'
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Rapide A3-1 in 1935. Photo: RAAF Official
Colour Scheme: These first two airframes used a scheme of overall gos VH-UVG were carried in place of a serial. Also the exact fuselage
Aluminium doped with polished metal panels (mainly around the engine
cowlings etc). Standard RAAF roundels of the time were carried in six
positions (note the fuselage ones are larger than those used later, being
36" and the wing roundels are carried 50% outboard of the engine position - see photo of A3-1 above). Serials were Black, with A3-1 (and
probably also A3-2) unusually having a full stop after the 'A'. i.e they are
presented as 'A.3-1'
Note that as VH-UVG, roundels were not carried on A3-2 but Black Re-
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window layout varies between airframes, depending on the internal
seating arrangement. How many seats were carried depends on
whether the aircraft carried an internal lavatory, and the size of the luggage compartment. Different operators had different layouts. This
mainly affects how many windows there are to Starboard (4 or 5) and
their exact shape. I have indicated the Starb arrangement on each airframe by the strip at the top of the drawing.

Two photos of A3-2. The first photo shows it still carrying the Rego VH-UVG (see the NT Library website for another photo of this incident). The 2nd is captioned by the AWM as A33-3 which is incorrect, it is actually a rare
photo of A3-2. Photos: AWM Nos. P02307.034 & 078737.

de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, A3-2 (as VH-UVG), Camooweal, April 1936.
Colour scheme as per A3-1 above, except that roundels are not carried and it has the civil Rego VH-UVG in lieu of it's serial.
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de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, A3-2, Laverton, 1937-8.
Colour scheme as per A3-1 previous. Note that at this stage the spinners are
highly polished metal.

Thus as of May 1938, there were no Rapides left in RAAF service.
However once WWII commenced in Sep 1939, it was only a matter of
time till the majority of civil owned airframes that were suitable for the
Training, Communication and Transport activities were impressed by
the Government for RAAF service, Most of the local Rapides were
taken over in July-Sep 1940, a total of seven (7) airframes. I will describe each airframe separately as that seems to be the easiest way to
do it.

Colour Schemes: The initial scheme used when taken into RAAF
service was similar to that of prewar - overall Aluminium doped with
polished metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc). However this time they carried 36" Yellow training airframe bands around
the rear fuselage and above the upper and below the lower wings.
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Roundels were now smaller (24" on the fuselage and the wing ones
were placed right out on the tips, upper and lower, see the photo of
A33-1 above). Serials were still in Black but two different styles were
now used, 'square' as on A3-1 & 2, and 'rounded' (see the individual
drawings).
By 1942 when the majority of the surviving aircraft were returned to civil
operations, such airframes were required to be camouflaged (usually
Foliage Green/ Earth Brown upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. RAAF roundels were not carried but fin flashes usually were. The
airframes were identified by their civil Regos carried on the fuselage in
a Grey colour (tones differed). By late 1943 such airframes started to
re-appearing in overall 'Silver' again with Black Regos after overhaul.

A33-1 – Impressed from Guinea Airways (formerly VH-UUO) in July
1940. To 3 EFTS 7/40 and 1 AOS (Air Observer's School) 8/40. Transferred to civil aviation and re-registered VH-UUO 20/04/42 to Commonwealth Govt. Operated by ANA till it was officially returned to
Guinea Airways post war.

de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, A33-1, probably at 1 AOS, Cootamundra, 1940-41.
Overall Aluminium doped with polished metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc). 36" Yellow training airframe bands around the rear
fuselage and above the upper and below the lower wings. Roundels are now smaller (24" on the fuselage and the wing ones were placed right
out on the tips, upper and lower, see the photos of A33-1 above & below). Serials are in Black in a 'rounded' style. Note that this airframe had a
smaller than usual window in the door on the Port side (4th window).

de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, VH-UUO (formerly A33-1), ANA (Australian National Airlines), Townsville, 1943.
Camouflaged Foliage Green/ Earth Brown upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. RAAF style fin flashes carried. The airframe is identified
by the civil Regos carried on the fuselage in a Medium Grey colour. Note there is a lot of Sky Blue overspray on the struts, apparently due to an
erk just standing behind the wing and aiming the spraygun upwards. Reference: photo on Eddie Coate's website at 'http://www.
edcoatescollection.com/ac1/austu/VH-UUO.html'.

A33-2 - Unfortunately I don't have any photf this one apart from it's
service with Guinea Airways prior to impressment in July 1940 (formerly
VH-UVI). Served 3 EFTS 9/40, 1 AOS 10/40-6/41. Damaged in force
landing 20/6/41, approval given to write off 30/7/1941.
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A33-3 - Formerly A3-1 and Ex VH-UFF. Impressed in 17/07/40 from
Airlines of Australia. Served 3 EFTS 7/40, to ANA for mod 7/40, 1 AOS
10/40-6/42. To de Havillands 6/42 for it is believed outfitting as Air Ambulance. Operated with 3 C.F briefly then 36 Sqn in camouflage and
carrying the ADAT callsign VHCRP. Transferred to civil aviation and reregistered VH-UFF 21/11/43 to Commonwealth Govt. Operated by
Guinea Airways till it was officially allocated to them post war.

de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, VHCRP (A33-3), probably with 36 Sqn, 1943.
Camouflaged Foliage Green/ Earth Brown upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. Standard RAAF roundels carried in six positions plus
overly large fin flashes. The airframe is identified by the ADAT call sign VHCRP carried on the fuselage in a light Grey colour and it's serial
A33-3 in Black. The frames to the fuselage windows appear to remain in unpainted metal. Reference: photo above from Peter Malone.
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de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, VH-UFF (formerly A33-3), Guinea Airways, Parafield S.A, 1944.
Overall Aluminium doped with polished metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc). Civil Rego VH-UFF in Black (believed to also be
carried above Starb and below Port wings. Spinner is highly polished Metal. The 'Royal Mail' insignia is similar to one used by Guinea Airways
prewar on several types (but without the wings used previously). ‘Royal Mail’ & ‘Guinea Airways’ insignias in shades of Gold and Black. Reference: Guinea Airways collection at the S.A State Library.

A33-4 - Another mysterious one about which little is known. Ex VH-

A33-5 - Registered VH-UBN 17/08/36 to 09/08/40. Impressed on

UXT, it came from Australian National Airways in Jul 1940. Received
3 EFTS 7/40, to ANA for mod 7/40, 1 AOS 10/40-4/42. Transferred to
civil aviation and re-registered VH-UXT 20/04/42 to Commonwealth
Govt. Operated by ANA till it was officially returned to them post war.

09/08/40 from Airlines of Australia. Received 3 EFTS 8/40, to ANA for
mods & engine overhaul 8/40, 1 AOS 11/40-4/42. Transferred to civil
aviation and re-registered VH-UBN 16/04/42 to Commonwealth Govt.
Operated by Guinea Airways. Crashed 20/07/44 at Mt Kitchener SA.
The aircraft encountered carburettor icing and crashed into the side of
the hill.

de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, VH-UBN (formerly A33-5), Guinea Airways, Parafield S.A, 1942.
Camouflaged Foliage Green/ Earth Brown upper surfaces with Sky Blue lower surfaces. No fin flashes carried. The airframe is identified by the
civil Regos carried on the fuselage in a Medium Grey colour. Note that this airframe had a smaller than usual window in the door on the Port
side (4th window) at this stage. Reference: photo on Eddie Coate's website at 'http://www.edcoatescollection.com/ac1/austu/VH-UBN.html'..
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de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, VH-UBN (formerly A33-5), Guinea Airways, Parafield S.A, 1944.
Overall Aluminium doped with polished metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc). Civil Rego VH-UFF in Black (believed to also be
carried above Starb and below Port wings. The 'Royal Mail' insignia is the more familiar style used on many aircraft. There seems to be some
variation in colours however, this one is much lighter than many and I believe it is in the current official Royal Mail colours of Yellow and Red.
Reference: Guinea Airways collection at the S.A State Library

A33-6 - Formerly A3-1 and Ex VH-UZY. Impressed in 17/07/40 from
Airlines of Australia. Received 3 EFTS 8/40, to ANA for mods 8/40, 1
AOS 11/40-2/42. To Ansett 2/42 for it is believed outfitting for Transport role. A33-6 served with 32 Sqn from June 1942, then with 33 Sqn
and 1 Rescue & Communication Flight until it went to deHavilland for
a major overhaul at the end of the year. In May 1943 it was assigned
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to 2 Air Ambulance Unit but was operated by 1 Rescue & Communication Squadron unless required for ambulance duties. It was probably operated in camouflage and carrying the ADAT callsign VHCRQ.
Transferred to civil aviation and shipped to Airlines (WA) Ltd in Perth
3/44. The airframe required extensive overhaul however and was not
re-registered as VH-UZY till 19/11/44. Allocated to Airlines (WA) Ltd
after the war.

de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, A33-6, probably at 1 AOS, Cootamundra, 1940-41.
Overall Aluminium doped with polished metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc). 36" Yellow training airframe bands around the
rear fuselage and above the upper and below the lower wings. Roundels are now smaller (24" on the fuselage and the wing ones were placed
right out on the tips, upper and lower, see the photo of A33-6 above). Serials are in Black in a 'rounded' style.

de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, VH-UZY (formerly A33-6), Airlines (WA) Ltd, 1945.
Overall Aluminium doped with polished metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc). Civil Rego VH-UFF in Black (believed to also be
carried above Starb and below Port wings. Simple 'RMA Perth' title carried on nose in Black. Reference: http://www.edcoatescollection.com/ac1/
austu/VH-UZY.html.

A33-7 - Ex EI-ABP, G-AENO and VH-ADE. Impressed on 25/08/40
from Guinea Airways. With GAL till it was received at 3 EFTS in
11/40, to 1 AOS 1/41-4/42. Transferred to civil aviation and reregistered VH-ADE 16/04/42 to Commonwealth Govt. Operated by
ANA 21/04/42 to 27/01/44. Damaged in Forced Landing 26/01/44 at
Cape Sidmouth QLD. Written off and spares holding at cairns transferred to Airlines (WA) Ltd to assist in overhaul of VH-UZY.
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de Havilland DH.89 Dragon Rapide, A33-7, at Parafield, Sep 1940.
Overall Aluminium doped with polished metal panels (mainly around the engine cowlings etc). 36" Yellow training airframe bands around the
rear fuselage and above the upper and below the lower wings. Roundels are now smaller (24" on the fuselage and the wing ones were placed
right out on the tips, upper and lower, see the photo of A33-6 above). Serials are in Black in a 'square' style.

Note – Although all the airframes impressed by the RAAF are initially listed on the History Cards as going to 3 EFTS, this appears to
have only been for the purpose of receiving them from the Civil Operators and checking their servicability. In all cases they were passed
onyo other units within a week.

SourcesL
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1. Eddie Coates website at
2. Guinea Airways collection at the South Australian State
Library
3. Photos from Peyer Malone, RAAF Official and Awm as
cedited.
4. RAAF History Cards.

5$$)2GGLW\9LFNHUV9DOLDQW%

A quick note as I have run out of time to formulate an extensive
odditty article for this issue. The above airframe is actually WP209,
not WP206. It appears that the info at the ADF Serials site is 'very'
incomplete re the Valiants operated in Australia.

by Steve Mackenzie

Both Mick Mirkovic and Dick Hourigan have sent me a lot of additional information on the subject that I'll put together during 2009 for
an extensive addendum to this odditty article.
Thanks to Mick from AHMWA for the use of the photo which is from
their collection, Ref No P011914.info that Dick and Mick Mirkovic
from AHMWA both sent me).

Dick Hourigan was kind enough to send me some comments and mi- 4. Issue 22-3 Mustang Article
nor corrections for some of the articles in Vol 22. My comments I have
added in brackets.(Steve).
CA 17 Mustangs were delivered from CAC unpainted except for the
wing. They were restrospectively painted in service by the RAAF. CA
18s were delivered painted overall Dull Aluminium. (this expands on
1. Issue 22-1 Sabre article
the info in the Red Roo book which just basically says that CAC Mustangs were painted overall, unlike the N.American built examples The photo of A94-901 (on oil drums on page 2 - Steve) is taken at Steve)
Warbirds Aviation Museum at Mildura Airport (Note Beaufort A9-141
behind it, L.H.S). By the state of the restoration, I estimate it was taken 5. Issue 22-3 P-40F review
in the 1960s. I helped Bruce Dunn rescue it from 1 AD Laverton,
where it was scheduled to be burnt for fire practice.
In my P-40F review I suggest the wheel wells by lined with .005" plastic card. 5 mm would be a bit hard to wrap around (yes another typo on
2. Issue 22-2 Boomerang Article
my behalf - Steve).
The kit's fuselage length is correct at 26 ft 9 & 27/32 in (not 27 ft 9 & 6. Issue 22-3 RAAF Oddity article
27/32 in which I accidentally typed - Steve ). Could you put a correction note so that modellers don't think that the kit is undersized.
The Vickers Valiant in the oddity article is actually WP209. Enclosed
are some documents I have unearthed on this machine in the 2 A.T.U
3. Issue 22-2 Wackett Article
history sheets. It records that it was flown back to England by a RAAF
crew.
I note that the CAC insignia on the Portside rudder has the letter C
reversed. Having painted many CAC aircraft I am aware that there is a
(As noted in this issue we will be returning to that Oddity in 2009, inLeft and Right hand stencil. Obviously AHMWA have just reversed the
corporating info that Dick and Mick Mirkovic from AHMWA both sent
the other side of the stencil applied on the Starboard side. (Ooops...
me).
it's not until you have a close look at it that you realise what they have
done - Steve)
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5HYLHZV
$XVVLH'HFDOV
Catalogue: various, see details
Scales: various - 1/72, 1/48, 1/32
Contents and Media: 1 printed decal sheet (Alps), an A5 sized instruction booklet (4 pages) with full colour profiles of each aircraft,
and decal instructions
Price: Various – between $18.50 - $23.50 AUD
Review Type: First Look
Advantages: After-market decals for some very much requested
subjects
Disadvantages:
form).

Short run decals, limited edition only (in ALPS

The decals are printed by the 'ALPS' process but are not distinguishable from normal decals. They are very finely printed, with good colour density. The only difference to normal screen printed product is
that the sheet has an overall clear film decal layer, so the individual
items need to be closely trimmed from the sheet and care taken with
them as they are quite thin.

Aussie Decals - 72042 (1/72), also available as 48042
(1/48th). – P-40F & L Kittyhawks of 3 Sqn RAAF WWII Merlin Power
There are 4 Merlin engined Kittyhawks on this sheet as per the attached graphic. They are intended for the new SH 1/72 kits of the P40F (and P-40L to be released in 2009). The 1/48th sheet gives alternative RAAF options for the AMTech Merlin release or other kits converted via way of a Merlin Resin nose conversion kit (of which there
have been a couple released previously). Research assistance was
provided by myself for this one.

Recommendation: Highly Recommended.
Damian Casey from Aussie Decals has released some new RAAF &
RAN sheets for various subjects. The following sheets are all on full
release at this stage from a small number of retailers.There are some
others which will be released shortly and which I have covered on a
separate preview review..

As to availability - Novascale Decals (who are one of Aussie Decals
resellers) have been selling them on Ebay (Ebay I.D 'melinda4844'). If
they are out of stock, I suggest you contact Damian Casey of Aussie
Decals and make enquiries as to sources:
Damian Casey - aussiedecals@bigpond.com
Website: http://www.aussiedecals.com.au
Thanks to Damian Casey for the review samples.

Reviewed by Steve Mackenzie
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5HYLHZV
Allied Wings
By Phillipe Listermann & Cliff Jenks (Authors) & Philedition (Publisher)
No.5 : 'The Dauntless in RNZAF Service' - The full history of this variant told in 36 pages long and richly illustrated of 30 photos plus 12 colour profiles. 13.50 Euros.
This is a different series of publications under the Philedition imprint of
histories for aircraft types that were only used in small numbers.
These books are privately printed by Phillipe Listermann in France.
This is the latest available title, Nos 1-4 were reviewed in issue 22-2 of
this publication. Phillipe has privately published these histories, mostly
written by himself with Cliff Jenks being co-author on this book. The
Colour Scheme profiles are again by Malcolm Laird from Ventura Publications.
Overall this series is very similar to that on the Squadron histories.
They all have a similar layout - history of all known planes by manufacturer's serial and RAF serial, appendices (comprising all the claims,
losses including accidental, awards, maps and the operational diary)
and pilot's roster. Included are a large number of superb period photos
of the men and machines as well as excellent color profiles based on
some of these images. A role of honor for the men who flew these aircraft and specific information on each of them is included (where possible).
This book is highly recommended for those interested in the subject .
There is <b> much</b> additional material to what has been published
on the subject in the past, with many more of the individual artwork on
different airframes than has been published before.

In addition to sourcing them direct from Philedition (as per below). Ley
Reynolds also stocks them at IPMS (NSW) meetings for those wishing to acquire them locally.
This book is available direct from Phillipe Listermann for 12/13 Euros
(plus postage). Further information is available from his website as below. Download the Order Form for information on payment options,
postage costs etc:
<P>Phillipe Listermann philedition@wanadoo.fr
Website: www.raf-in-combat.com/index.html
Many thanks to Phillipe Listermann for the review copies

Review by Steve Mackenzie

Ozmods 1/144th Canberra B(I)8
Greg Anderson from Ozmods has once again sent me the above promotional material on the one of their latest kits, the Canberra B(I)8 in
1/144th scale Full details of what is included with the kit is available
from the Ozmods website at 'http://www.users.bigpond.net.au/
ozmodsscales/main.html'.

by Steve Mackenzie
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